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SYSTEM cruisecontrolmodel {
       
INTERFACE {
    PARAMETER { 
        REAL mass = 1020; /* kg */
        REAL beta_friction = 25; /* W/m*s */

        [snip]
    }
        
    STATE { REAL position [0,10000];
            REAL speed [vmin,vmax]; }

    INPUT { REAL torque [Cmin,Cmax];
            REAL F_brake [0,max_brake_force];
            BOOL gear1, gear2, gear3, gear4, gear5, gearR; }
    }

IMPLEMENTATION {
    AUX {REAL F, Fe1, Fe2, Fe3, Fe4, Fe5, FeR;
         REAL w, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, wR;
         BOOL dPWL1,dPWL2,dPWL3,dPWL4;
         REAL DCe1,DCe2,DCe3,DCe4;  }

    LINEAR {F = Fe1+Fe2+Fe3+Fe4+Fe5+FeR;
            w = w1+w2+w3+w4+w5+wR; }

    AD { dPWL1 = wPWL1-w<=0; 
         dPWL2 = wPWL2-w<=0; 
         dPWL3 = wPWL3-w<=0; 
         dPWL4 = wPWL4-w<=0;  }
    
    DA { Fe1 = {IF gear1  THEN torque/speed_factor*Rgear1};
         Fe2 = {IF gear2  THEN torque/speed_factor*Rgear2}; 
         Fe3 = {IF gear3  THEN torque/speed_factor*Rgear3};
         Fe4 = {IF gear4  THEN torque/speed_factor*Rgear4}; 
         Fe5 = {IF gear5  THEN torque/speed_factor*Rgear5}; 
         FeR = {IF gearR  THEN torque/speed_factor*RgearR};

                          
         w1 = {IF gear1  THEN speed/speed_factor*Rgear1};  
         w2 = {IF gear2  THEN speed/speed_factor*Rgear2}; 
         w3 = {IF gear3  THEN speed/speed_factor*Rgear3}; 
         w4 = {IF gear4  THEN speed/speed_factor*Rgear4}; 
         w5 = {IF gear5  THEN speed/speed_factor*Rgear5}; 
         wR = {IF gearR  THEN speed/speed_factor*RgearR}; 
            
         DCe1 = {IF dPWL1 THEN (aPWL2-aPWL1)+(bPWL2-bPWL1)*w};
         DCe2 = {IF dPWL2 THEN (aPWL3-aPWL2)+(bPWL3-bPWL2)*w};
         DCe3 = {IF dPWL3 THEN (aPWL4-aPWL3)+(bPWL4-bPWL3)*w};
         DCe4 = {IF dPWL4 THEN (aPWL5-aPWL4)+(bPWL5-bPWL4)*w};
    }  
            
    CONTINUOUS { position = position+Ts*speed;
                 speed = speed+Ts/mass*(F-F_brake-beta_friction*speed);
                  
    MUST {  /* max engine speed */
            /* wemin <= w1+w2+w3+w4+w5+wR <= wemax */
                
        -w1 <= -wemin; w1 <= wemax;
        -w2 <= -wemin; w2 <= wemax;
        -w3 <= -wemin; w3 <= wemax;
        -w4 <= -wemin; w4 <= wemax;
        -w5 <= -wemin; w5 <= wemax;
        -wR <= -wemin; wR <= wemax;
                
        -F_brake <=0; 
        F_brake <= max_brake_force;
                
        -torque-(alpha1+beta1*w) <=0;
        torque-(aPWL1+bPWL1*w+DCe1+DCe2+DCe3+DCe4)-1<=0;
                                
        -((REAL gear1)+(REAL gear2)+(REAL gear3)+(REAL gear4)+
                            (REAL gear5)+(REAL gearR))<=-0.9999;
        (REAL gear1)+(REAL gear2)+(REAL gear3)+(REAL gear4)+
                            (REAL gear5)+(REAL gearR)<=1.0001;
              
        dPWL4 -> dPWL3; dPWL4 -> dPWL2;
        dPWL4 -> dPWL1; dPWL3 -> dPWL2;
        dPWL3 -> dPWL1; dPWL2 -> dPWL1;
        } 
    }
}
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SYSTEM hysdisc{
   INTERFACE{
   STATE{
     REAL pm      [1, 101.325];
     REAL xtau    [-1e3, 1e3];
     REAL xlam    [-1e3, 1e3];
     REAL taud    [0,    100];
     REAL lamd    [10,    60];
      }
   OUTPUT{
     REAL lambda, tau, ddelta;
          }
   INPUT{
     REAL Wth     [0,38.5218];
     REAL Wf      [0,      2];
     REAL delta   [0,     40];
     BOOL rho;
      }
   PARAMETER{
     REAL Ts, pm1, pm2;
     …
      }
   }
   
   IMPLEMENTATION{
   AUX{
     REAL lam,taul,dmbtl,lmin,lmax;
      }
   DA{
   lam={IF rho THEN l11*pm+l12*Wth...
               +l13*Wf+l14*delta+l1c
        ELSE   l01*pm+l02*Wth+l03*Wf...
               +l04*delta+l0c      };

   taul={IF rho THEN tau11*pm+...
     tau12*Wth+tau13*Wf+tau14*delta+tau1c
         ELSE   tau01*pm+tau02*Wth...
          +tau03*Wf+tau04*delta+tau0c };

   dmbtl ={IF rho THEN dmbt11*pm+dmbt12*Wth...
           +dmbt13*Wf+dmbt14*delta+dmbt1c+7
           ELSE dmbt01*pm+dmbt02*Wth...
           +dmbt03*Wf+dmbt04*delta+dmbt0c-1};

   lmin ={IF rho THEN 13 ELSE 19};
   lmax ={IF rho THEN 21 ELSE 38};
        }
   CONTINUOUS{
       pm=pm1*pm+pm2*Wth;
       xtau=xtau+Ts*(taud-taul);
       xlam=xlam+Ts*(lamd-lam);
       taud=taud; lamd=lamd;
            }
   OUTPUT{
      lambda=lam-lamd;
      tau=taul-taud;
      ddelta=dmbtl-delta;
      }
   MUST{
      lmin-lam     <=0;
      lam-lmax     <=0;
      delta-dmbtl  <=0;
      }
   }
}
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/* Semiactive suspension system 
   
   (C) 2003-2005 by A.Bemporad, D.Hrovat, 
                    E.Tseng, N.Giorgetti
*/

SYSTEM suspension {
       
 INTERFACE {
    STATE { 
        REAL x1 [-0.05,0.05];
        REAL x2 [-5,5];
        REAL x3 [-0.2,0.2];
        REAL x4 [-2,2];
    }
    INPUT{ 
        REAL u [-10,10];  /* m/s^2 */
    }
    OUTPUT {
        REAL y;
    }
 PARAMETER {
   REAL A1dot,A2dot,A3dot,A4dot,B4dot,ws;
   REAL A11,A12,A13,A14,B1,A21,A22,A23,A24,B2;
   REAL A31,A32,A33,A34,B3,A41,A42,A43,A44,B4;    
 }
}

IMPLEMENTATION {
  AUX { 
    BOOL sign;
    BOOL usign;
    REAL F;       
  }        
  AD { 
    sign = x4-x2<=0;
    usign = u<=0; 
  }   
  DA {
    F={ IF sign THEN u-(2*25.5*ws)*(x4-x2)
     ELSE -u+(2*25.5*ws)*(x4-x2)};
  }
  OUTPUT {   y=A1dot*x1+A2dot*x2+A3dot*x3
               +A4dot*x4+B4dot*u;
  }      
  CONTINUOUS { 
      x1 = A11*x1+A12*x2+A13*x3+A14*x4+B1*u;
      x2 = A21*x1+A22*x2+A23*x3+A24*x4+B2*u;
      x3 = A31*x1+A32*x2+A33*x3+A34*x4+B3*u;
      x4 = A41*x1+A42*x2+A43*x3+A44*x4+B4*u;
  }
  MUST {
      sign -> usign;
      ~sign -> ~usign;
      F>=0;
  } } }

>>S=mld('semiact3',Ts)

>>[X,T,D,Z,Y]=sim(S,x0,U);
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>>[XX,UU,DD,ZZ,TT]=sim(C,S,r,x0,Tstop);

>>C=hybcon(S,Q,N,limits,refs);

>>refs.y=1;   % weights output #1
>>Q.y=Ts*rx4d;% output weight
…
>>Q.norm=2;   % quadratic costs
>>N=1;        % optimization horizon
>>limits.umin=umin;
>>limits.umax=umax;

>> C

Hybrid controller based on MLD model S <semiact3.hys> [2-norm]

  4 state measurement(s)
  1 output reference(s)
  1 input reference(s)
  4 state reference(s)
  0 reference(s) on auxiliary continuous z-variables
 
  4 optimization variable(s) (2 continuous, 2 binary)
 13 mixed-integer linear inequalities
sampling time = 0.01, MIQP solver = 'cplex'
 
Type "struct(C)" for more details.
>>
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>>E=expcon(C,range,options);

>> E

Explicit controller (based on hybrid controller C)
  4 parameter(s)
  1 input(s)
  8 partition(s)
sampling time = 0.01
 
The controller is for hybrid systems (tracking)
[2-norm]

This is a state-feedback controller.
 
Type "struct(E)" for more details.
>> 
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−(dfαf + ef ) if αf > p̂f

Fr(αr) =
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−crαr if −p̂r ≤ αr ≤ p̂r

−(drαr + er) if αr > p̂r
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Fig. 1. Rear-wheel drive test vehicle equipped with active front steering and
differential braking used for experimental validation.

control, in engine [20]–[22], traction [23], transmission [24],
actuators [25], and energy management [26], [27]. For vehicle
stability control, Linear Time Varying MPC (LTV-MPC) and
Nonlinear MPC (NMPC) have been applied to autonomous
vehicles in [28]. The dynamic control allocation techniques
illustrated in [13] are also related to MPC, even though control
allocation focuses on actuators management and does not
perform dynamics predictions.
In this paper we consider the problem of stabilizing the

vehicle dynamics and tracking the driver-requested yaw rate
using differential braking and active front steering. Differently
from the autonomous vehicle context (e.g., [28]), here the
controller has to interact with the driver, and it has very
limited information on the desired trajectory and on the driver
intent. In order to obtain an MPC controller that can execute
at high-rate on automotive-grade Electronic Control Units
(ECUs), we use MPC techniques for which the optimization
can be executed offline by multiparametric programming, thus
synthesizing the control law in the form of a static state
feedback. In Section II, by formulating the vehicle dynamics
with respect to the tire sideslip angles and by considering
a piecewise affine (PWA) approximation of the tire forces
with respect to such angles, we obtain a piecewise affine
prediction model. For piecewise affine systems [29] the state-
input space is partitioned into polyhedral regions and in each
region an affine equation defines the system dynamics. Basing
on the PWA model, in Section III a hybrid MPC strategy is
developed to evaluate the system capabilities, and in particular
the advantages of integrating AFS and differential braking with
respect to using differential braking only. In order to reduce
the computational complexity of the controller, in Section IV
we propose an implementation based on a switched MPC
(sMPC) strategy, where the system mode (the discrete state
of the hybrid system) is assumed constant in prediction. The
obtained controller is significantly simpler, resulting in a worst
case computational load that allows for high rate execution
in automotive-grade computational platforms, and the sta-
bility properties of the closed-loop system can be assessed.
In Section V we present experimental results in different
maneuvers executed in the test vehicle shown in Figure 1 on
low friction surfaces (icy/packed/soft snow). Conclusions and
future developments are summarized in Section VI.
Notation: We avoid to explicitly show the dependence from

time when not needed. For discrete time systems, x(k) is

Fig. 2. Schematics of the bicycle vehicle model and qualitative approximation
of the tire sideslip angle-tire force relation.

the value of vector x at time kTs, and a(h|k) the predicted
value of a(k + h) basing on data at time k. For a matrix
A, [A](m) is the mth column. Inequalities between vectors
are intended componentwise, while for a matrix Q, Q > 0,
(Q ! 0) indicates positive (semi)definitiveness. With a little
abuse of notation "x"2

Q = x!Qx. We indicate the identity by
I , and a matrix of zeros by 0. R, R0+, Z, Z0+ are the sets of
real, nonnegative real, integer, non-negative integer numbers,
respectively.

II. CORNERING DYNAMICS MODEL

In normal “on road” driving, which is the focus of this
paper, the vehicle dynamics can be conveniently approximated
by the bicycle model [30] shown in Figure 2. Such model
neglects vertical load transfer, which needs to be considered
in performance driving [31], and track width, which is im-
portant in low speed driving (e.g., when parking). Despite
the reduced complexity, the bicycle model still captures the
relevant vehicle dynamics, and it is appropriate for feedback
control design [8], [9], [12], [28].
Since the focus of this work is a driver-assist system where

the controller does not have information about the road, we
consider a reference frame that moves with the vehicle. The
frame origin is at the vehicle center of mass, with the x-axis
along the longitudinal vehicle direction pointing forward, the
y-axis pointing to the left vehicle side, and the z-axis pointing
upwards. In this work we focus on the dynamics on the xy-
plane, where, due to the choice of the reference frame, the
angles increase counterclockwise. The tire sideslip angle (or
simply slip angle) is the angle between the tire direction and
the velocity vector at the tire. In the bicycle model, !f [rad]
and !r[rad] are the tire sideslip angles at the front and at
the rear tires, respectively. According to the chosen reference
frame, the tire slip angles in Figure 2 are negative.
By approximating the longitudinal velocity at the wheels as

equal to the one at the center of mass, vx[m/s], and the lateral
velocity at the wheels as the sum of the lateral velocity at the
center of mass vy[m/s] and of the component due to rotation,

tan (!f + ") =
vy + ar

vx
, tan !r =

vy # br

vx
, (1)

b)$*M:7))0'&*,=)'+).+'=)7,!0)')<4,//)&'
:,+7'$!+,=)'>*"%+'.+))*,%('$%&'&,d)*)%+,$0'
1*$2,%('4.)&'>"*')A/)*,#)%+$0'=$0,&$+,"%
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(b) Rear tires

Fig. 4. Experimental tire data and piecewise linear approximation of the tire
sideslip angle-force characteristics (2).

model derived from (1), (2), (6), (7) which also includes a
model of the steering and brake actuators, surface dependency
on the tire model [32], and longitudinal dynamics and slip.
The simulation model represents the test vehicle in Figure 1,
for which m = 2050kg, Iz = 3344kgm2, a = 1.43m, b =
1.47m. The nominal longitudinal velocity is set to vx = 15m/s
(54km/h), and the nominal surface is packed snow (µ = 0.45).
The tire forces are identified from a dataset collected on a
similar surface, using a high precision localization system and
strain gauges installed on the steering rack. Additional details
on sensors and data for identification are in [32], [34].
In Figure 4 the tire data and the chosen piecewise affine

approximation are shown. The estimated parameters of the
piecewise affine model of the tire forces are cf = !3.2 · 104,
df = 1.2 · 103, ef = !4.0 · 103 for the front tires, where the
saturation angle is pf = 0.12rad, and cr = !5.7 · 104, dr =
1.1·103, er = !4.0·103 for the rear tires, with saturation angle
pr = 0.07rad. The tire model is not optimized to investigate
the controller robustness to tire modeling errors.
The bounds in (12), (13), (14) are set to

!f,max = !!f,min = 0.3rad, !r,max = !!r,min = 0.175rad,

"max = !"min = 0.35rad, Ymax = !Ymin = 1000Nm.

Hence, the slip angles are allowed to stay in saturation.
The value of the driver requested road-wheel angle (RWA)

"drv is computed from the driver input on the steering wheel
(steering-wheel angle, SWA) "SWA by multiplying the steering-
wheel angle by the steering gear ratio, gcol, i.e., "drv =
g!1
col"SWA. In the hybrid MPC controller, the steering angle
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(a) Upper plot: Yaw rate and target yaw rate (dot). Lower Plot: Tire
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Fig. 5. Time history of states, inputs, outputs in the stabilization simulation
for hMPC with AFS and brakes (solid) and brakes-only controller (dash).

is actuated uniquely by the AFS motor. Hence, "drv is used
only for calculating the target slip angles and yaw rate, by
computing the equilibrium of (9) for the current longitudinal
velocity vx(k), " = "drv, YM = 0, # = 0, while assuming
non-saturated tires. For the following simulations the horizon
N = 3 is used in (15).
The first simulation test, shown in Figure 5, illustrates the

capabilities of the control strategy in recovering from a loss
of stability, i.e., from an initial condition that corresponds
to an unstable open-loop trajectory in Figure 3, where the
rear tires are saturated, but the front tires are not. In a rear-
wheel drive (RWD) vehicle, this may be caused for instance
by an excessive acceleration on a low friction surface while
negotiating a turn. We compare the performance of the con-
troller that uses AFS and differential braking with a controller
that uses only brakes and does not perform prediction. Such
a controller is more similar to currently implemented ESC
algorithms [6], [7], that actuate only the brakes, reactively
rather than predictively. With these simulations we also aim at
showing the potential benefits of coordinating AFS and brakes,
instead of using only the brakes.
The time history of the slip angles in the test is shown

in Figure 5(a). The hybrid MPC controller that uses AFS
and brakes achieves faster convergence to the equilibrium.
Figure 5(b) shows that by using AFS, the activity of the brakes
is significantly reduced, and so will be the perturbation on the
longitudinal dynamics, which may disturb the driver because
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Fig. 8. Simulation of the sMPC controller on a slalom maneuver.

tions [29]. A local stability analysis [38] can be developed by
identifying the control law ı̄ and the region !̄ that contain
the equilibrium, and then by evaluating the eigenvalues of
(Ap

ı̄ + Bp
#̄ F ı̄

#̄ ). Let the maximum absolute value of the eigen-
values (Ap

ı̄ + Bp
#̄ F ı̄

#̄ ) be not larger than 1 (with full geometric
multiplicity). Let XPI be the largest positive invariant set
contained in X̄ = {x ! Rn : Hı̄x(k) " Kı̄,H ı̄

#̄x(k) " K ı̄
#̄}

for dynamics x(k + 1) = (Ap
ı̄ + Bp

#̄ F ı̄
#̄ )x(k) + Gı̄

#̄. Then, the
closed-loop dynamics (29) are stable in X # Rn such that
X $ XPI.

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The controller designed in Section IV is evaluated in sim-
ulations and experimental tests in different maneuvers.

A. Simulation results

Due to the reduced computational load of the switched
MPC algorithm we can implement the control strategy with
sampling period Ts = 50ms, and horizons N = 10, Nu = 3,
and Ny = 3. The bounds on the slip angles and on the
yaw moment by differential braking are the ones defined in
Section III-A. The bounds on the AFS motor angle and angular
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Fig. 9. Phase plane plot of the slip angles for achievable (blue) and
unachievable (black) target yaw rate in the simulation of a slalom maneuver.

rate in (21), (22) are set to

"max = %"min = 0.175 rad, #max = %#min = 0.5 rad/s,

while we do not enforce constraints on the total steering angle
("), as previously discussed.
We have calibrated the weights in (23) to trade off between

tracking performance, robustness to the model approximations,
and reduced switching frequency on the border of the linear
region. In particular, we have set q

(!j)
i = 0, j ! {f, r} for all

i ! I such that $j is in the linear tire region (|$j | " pj), while
we set q(!r)

i = 104, q
(!f )
i = 3 · 104, elsewhere. The changes

in the weights enforce the different objectives in the different
tire force regions. When the vehicle is in the linear tire force
region, the objective is to track the yaw rate, possibly with
minimum use of differential braking since this perturbs the
longitudinal dynamics. While in the tire saturation region, it
becomes of primary importance to return to the linear region,
possibly by using also the brakes.
The switched MPC synthesized in explicit form (28) has

273 regions, and its evaluation has worst case upper bound of
0.5·105 atomic operations per second, which is in the range of
capabilities of currently available automotive ECUs, according
to the figures in [39]. In simulations and experimental tests,
the average computation load was approximately 8% of the
worst case. The C-code of this class of controllers has been
demonstrated to be compatible with production-like automo-
tive ECUs in [40]. For the closed-loop dynamics (29) obtained
by the explicit control law, we have verified local asymptotic
stability since in the linear region, max$ |%$| = 0.83, where
%$ are the closed-loop system eigenvalues.
Before testing the controller in the vehicle, we have qual-

itatively evaluated the performance in simulation, using the
continuous time nonlinear simulation model previously used in
Section III. In Figure 8 we show a simulated slalom maneuver
where the driver steering changes every 5s by step steering.
For the first 20 seconds the desired yaw rate is achievable
and, since the steering-to-yaw rate gain of (19) is tuned to
match the one of the simulation model, the vehicle yaw-rate
converges to the setpoint, with the control system assisting the
driver during the transients. After 20s in the simulation, the
amplitude of the desired yaw rate signal is increased, resulting
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Fig. 8. Simulation of the sMPC controller on a slalom maneuver.

tions [29]. A local stability analysis [38] can be developed by
identifying the control law ı̄ and the region !̄ that contain
the equilibrium, and then by evaluating the eigenvalues of
(Ap

ı̄ + Bp
#̄ F ı̄

#̄ ). Let the maximum absolute value of the eigen-
values (Ap

ı̄ + Bp
#̄ F ı̄

#̄ ) be not larger than 1 (with full geometric
multiplicity). Let XPI be the largest positive invariant set
contained in X̄ = {x ! Rn : Hı̄x(k) " Kı̄,H ı̄

#̄x(k) " K ı̄
#̄}

for dynamics x(k + 1) = (Ap
ı̄ + Bp

#̄ F ı̄
#̄ )x(k) + Gı̄

#̄. Then, the
closed-loop dynamics (29) are stable in X # Rn such that
X $ XPI.

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The controller designed in Section IV is evaluated in sim-
ulations and experimental tests in different maneuvers.

A. Simulation results

Due to the reduced computational load of the switched
MPC algorithm we can implement the control strategy with
sampling period Ts = 50ms, and horizons N = 10, Nu = 3,
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rate in (21), (22) are set to

"max = %"min = 0.175 rad, #max = %#min = 0.5 rad/s,

while we do not enforce constraints on the total steering angle
("), as previously discussed.
We have calibrated the weights in (23) to trade off between

tracking performance, robustness to the model approximations,
and reduced switching frequency on the border of the linear
region. In particular, we have set q

(!j)
i = 0, j ! {f, r} for all

i ! I such that $j is in the linear tire region (|$j | " pj), while
we set q(!r)

i = 104, q
(!f )
i = 3 · 104, elsewhere. The changes

in the weights enforce the different objectives in the different
tire force regions. When the vehicle is in the linear tire force
region, the objective is to track the yaw rate, possibly with
minimum use of differential braking since this perturbs the
longitudinal dynamics. While in the tire saturation region, it
becomes of primary importance to return to the linear region,
possibly by using also the brakes.
The switched MPC synthesized in explicit form (28) has

273 regions, and its evaluation has worst case upper bound of
0.5·105 atomic operations per second, which is in the range of
capabilities of currently available automotive ECUs, according
to the figures in [39]. In simulations and experimental tests,
the average computation load was approximately 8% of the
worst case. The C-code of this class of controllers has been
demonstrated to be compatible with production-like automo-
tive ECUs in [40]. For the closed-loop dynamics (29) obtained
by the explicit control law, we have verified local asymptotic
stability since in the linear region, max$ |%$| = 0.83, where
%$ are the closed-loop system eigenvalues.
Before testing the controller in the vehicle, we have qual-

itatively evaluated the performance in simulation, using the
continuous time nonlinear simulation model previously used in
Section III. In Figure 8 we show a simulated slalom maneuver
where the driver steering changes every 5s by step steering.
For the first 20 seconds the desired yaw rate is achievable
and, since the steering-to-yaw rate gain of (19) is tuned to
match the one of the simulation model, the vehicle yaw-rate
converges to the setpoint, with the control system assisting the
driver during the transients. After 20s in the simulation, the
amplitude of the desired yaw rate signal is increased, resulting
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in a target yaw rate that is not achievable for the available
tire force. In this case the driver-assist system stabilizes the
vehicle to achieve a close, feasible yaw rate. The controller
produces a behavior similar to a limit cycle oscillating between
the linear and saturation regions of the tire force, as it can be
seen in Figure 8. The trajectories in the (!f ,!r) phase plane
are shown in Figure 9, where the color changes after 20s in the
simulation to highlight the difference in the trajectory between
feasible and infeasible yaw rate tracking conditions.

B. Experimental results

The switched MPC controller with the parameters described
in Section V-A is evaluated on the protoype rear wheel drive
vehicle (see Figure 1) whose parameters have been introduced
in Section III and that is equipped with a 4.2L V8 engine
and a 6 speeds automatic transmission. The controller and the
drivers for the AFS motor and for the brake torque actuation
are executed in a dSPACE Autobox system, equipped with a
DS1005 processor board and a DS2210 I/O board. The vehicle
sensing system includes encoders to measure the SWA and
the AFS actuator angle, and an Oxford Technical Solution
(OTS) RT3000 localization system. The RT3000 is equipped
with two GPS antennas and an inertial measurement unit with
three accelerometers and three angular rate sensors. A Kalman
filter is executed in a local DSP for sensor fusion. The RT-
3000 provides to our controller only the yaw rate and the
longitudinal and lateral velocities, from which the slip angles
are estimated by low-pass filtering (1). The yaw rate measured
by the RT-3000 is used as “ground-truth” to evaluate the
closed-loop performance. In normal vehicles where advanced
sensors are not available, the slip angles can be estimated using
methods available in the literature (see e.g., [41]–[43], and
the references therein). The single brake actuation logic that
achieves the yaw moment requested by the MPC controller
is the same as described in [28]. The experimental tests
reported here have been executed on icy/packed/soft snow,
µ ! [0.35, 0.55], for longitudinal velocity vx ! [40, 75]km/h.
Although not shown here, the controller has also been tested
on other surfaces with µ ! [0.20, 0.70].
The first test, whose results are reported in Figure 10, is

a slalom maneuver, similar to the sequence of step-steering
simulated in Section V-A. The driver requested yaw rate is
tracked until the slip angles grow beyond the saturation angle.
When this happens, the controller countersteers to stabilize
the vehicle. The impact of the recovery action on the yaw rate
is more evident than what seen in simulation due to effects
such as the uncertainty and variability of the surface friction,
the variations in the velocity, and the tire force hysteresis,
that can also be noticed in Figure 4. Similar behaviors have
appeared in simulations where imperfect tire models have
been used. Note that a light countersteering action is present
at steady state, compensating for the difference between the
actual friction and the one used in the computation of the
understeering gain " in (19). By changing " in (19) a pro-
steering action can be obtained, as discussed in Remark 3.
Figure 11 shows the phase plane plot of the tire slip angles,
where it is demonstrated that the controller is rapidly pushing
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Fig. 10. Experimental validation of the control strategy in the slalom test.

the slip angle back in the linear region, when this is exited.
The trajectory to bring the rear tire sideslip angle back in the
linear region is slightly different from the one in simulation,
moving for longer time along the surface !r = pr. This is
caused by the above mentioned uncertainties, and additional
dynamical effects not captured in the bicycle model. However,
this does not ultimately affect the stabilization capabilities.
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Figure 12 shows a vehicle stabilization test where while
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in a target yaw rate that is not achievable for the available
tire force. In this case the driver-assist system stabilizes the
vehicle to achieve a close, feasible yaw rate. The controller
produces a behavior similar to a limit cycle oscillating between
the linear and saturation regions of the tire force, as it can be
seen in Figure 8. The trajectories in the (!f ,!r) phase plane
are shown in Figure 9, where the color changes after 20s in the
simulation to highlight the difference in the trajectory between
feasible and infeasible yaw rate tracking conditions.

B. Experimental results

The switched MPC controller with the parameters described
in Section V-A is evaluated on the protoype rear wheel drive
vehicle (see Figure 1) whose parameters have been introduced
in Section III and that is equipped with a 4.2L V8 engine
and a 6 speeds automatic transmission. The controller and the
drivers for the AFS motor and for the brake torque actuation
are executed in a dSPACE Autobox system, equipped with a
DS1005 processor board and a DS2210 I/O board. The vehicle
sensing system includes encoders to measure the SWA and
the AFS actuator angle, and an Oxford Technical Solution
(OTS) RT3000 localization system. The RT3000 is equipped
with two GPS antennas and an inertial measurement unit with
three accelerometers and three angular rate sensors. A Kalman
filter is executed in a local DSP for sensor fusion. The RT-
3000 provides to our controller only the yaw rate and the
longitudinal and lateral velocities, from which the slip angles
are estimated by low-pass filtering (1). The yaw rate measured
by the RT-3000 is used as “ground-truth” to evaluate the
closed-loop performance. In normal vehicles where advanced
sensors are not available, the slip angles can be estimated using
methods available in the literature (see e.g., [41]–[43], and
the references therein). The single brake actuation logic that
achieves the yaw moment requested by the MPC controller
is the same as described in [28]. The experimental tests
reported here have been executed on icy/packed/soft snow,
µ ! [0.35, 0.55], for longitudinal velocity vx ! [40, 75]km/h.
Although not shown here, the controller has also been tested
on other surfaces with µ ! [0.20, 0.70].
The first test, whose results are reported in Figure 10, is

a slalom maneuver, similar to the sequence of step-steering
simulated in Section V-A. The driver requested yaw rate is
tracked until the slip angles grow beyond the saturation angle.
When this happens, the controller countersteers to stabilize
the vehicle. The impact of the recovery action on the yaw rate
is more evident than what seen in simulation due to effects
such as the uncertainty and variability of the surface friction,
the variations in the velocity, and the tire force hysteresis,
that can also be noticed in Figure 4. Similar behaviors have
appeared in simulations where imperfect tire models have
been used. Note that a light countersteering action is present
at steady state, compensating for the difference between the
actual friction and the one used in the computation of the
understeering gain " in (19). By changing " in (19) a pro-
steering action can be obtained, as discussed in Remark 3.
Figure 11 shows the phase plane plot of the tire slip angles,
where it is demonstrated that the controller is rapidly pushing
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the slip angle back in the linear region, when this is exited.
The trajectory to bring the rear tire sideslip angle back in the
linear region is slightly different from the one in simulation,
moving for longer time along the surface !r = pr. This is
caused by the above mentioned uncertainties, and additional
dynamical effects not captured in the bicycle model. However,
this does not ultimately affect the stabilization capabilities.
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Figure 12 shows a vehicle stabilization test where while
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in a target yaw rate that is not achievable for the available
tire force. In this case the driver-assist system stabilizes the
vehicle to achieve a close, feasible yaw rate. The controller
produces a behavior similar to a limit cycle oscillating between
the linear and saturation regions of the tire force, as it can be
seen in Figure 8. The trajectories in the (!f ,!r) phase plane
are shown in Figure 9, where the color changes after 20s in the
simulation to highlight the difference in the trajectory between
feasible and infeasible yaw rate tracking conditions.

B. Experimental results

The switched MPC controller with the parameters described
in Section V-A is evaluated on the protoype rear wheel drive
vehicle (see Figure 1) whose parameters have been introduced
in Section III and that is equipped with a 4.2L V8 engine
and a 6 speeds automatic transmission. The controller and the
drivers for the AFS motor and for the brake torque actuation
are executed in a dSPACE Autobox system, equipped with a
DS1005 processor board and a DS2210 I/O board. The vehicle
sensing system includes encoders to measure the SWA and
the AFS actuator angle, and an Oxford Technical Solution
(OTS) RT3000 localization system. The RT3000 is equipped
with two GPS antennas and an inertial measurement unit with
three accelerometers and three angular rate sensors. A Kalman
filter is executed in a local DSP for sensor fusion. The RT-
3000 provides to our controller only the yaw rate and the
longitudinal and lateral velocities, from which the slip angles
are estimated by low-pass filtering (1). The yaw rate measured
by the RT-3000 is used as “ground-truth” to evaluate the
closed-loop performance. In normal vehicles where advanced
sensors are not available, the slip angles can be estimated using
methods available in the literature (see e.g., [41]–[43], and
the references therein). The single brake actuation logic that
achieves the yaw moment requested by the MPC controller
is the same as described in [28]. The experimental tests
reported here have been executed on icy/packed/soft snow,
µ ! [0.35, 0.55], for longitudinal velocity vx ! [40, 75]km/h.
Although not shown here, the controller has also been tested
on other surfaces with µ ! [0.20, 0.70].
The first test, whose results are reported in Figure 10, is

a slalom maneuver, similar to the sequence of step-steering
simulated in Section V-A. The driver requested yaw rate is
tracked until the slip angles grow beyond the saturation angle.
When this happens, the controller countersteers to stabilize
the vehicle. The impact of the recovery action on the yaw rate
is more evident than what seen in simulation due to effects
such as the uncertainty and variability of the surface friction,
the variations in the velocity, and the tire force hysteresis,
that can also be noticed in Figure 4. Similar behaviors have
appeared in simulations where imperfect tire models have
been used. Note that a light countersteering action is present
at steady state, compensating for the difference between the
actual friction and the one used in the computation of the
understeering gain " in (19). By changing " in (19) a pro-
steering action can be obtained, as discussed in Remark 3.
Figure 11 shows the phase plane plot of the tire slip angles,
where it is demonstrated that the controller is rapidly pushing
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the slip angle back in the linear region, when this is exited.
The trajectory to bring the rear tire sideslip angle back in the
linear region is slightly different from the one in simulation,
moving for longer time along the surface !r = pr. This is
caused by the above mentioned uncertainties, and additional
dynamical effects not captured in the bicycle model. However,
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Figure 12 shows a vehicle stabilization test where while
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driving in circle at an approximately constant yaw rate, drift is
induced by stepping on the accelerator pedal. The drift events
are shown by the positive yaw rate peaks at approximately 8s,
13s, 18s, 23s. For t ! [11, 15] the driver adjusts the trajectory
with a smooth maneuver, and the system does not intervene.
When drifts occur, the driver-assist system actuates AFS and
brakes to countersteer (see the negative yaw rate peaks), so
that the vehicle is returned to a stable condition. Then, yaw
rate tracking is resumed. The tire slip angle phase plot for this
test is shown in Figure 13.
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Fig. 12. Experimental validation of the control strategy in the stability
recovery test.

As last test, we show a double lane change maneuver where
a trained, yet non-professional, driver executes the double lane
change with and without driver-assist system at approximately
50km/h entry speed. The trajectories for the cases where the
stability control is active and inactive are reported in Figure 14,
which shows that the maneuver is completed successfully
when the system is active (solid line), while it is not completed
when the system is inactive (dash line). The time histories of
states, inputs, and outputs are reported in Figure 15.
In Figure 15 one can see that the controller maintains the

rear tire slip angle close to the peak level in the interval
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Fig. 13. Phase plane plot of the tire slip angles in the stability recovery test.

[2.3, 3]s by using the brakes and only a light countersteer
action. Excessive countersteering is avoided not to excessively
deteriorate the yaw rate tracking performance. In the subse-
quent time interval, the controller uses both the actuators to
improve the yaw rate tracking and to stabilize the vehicle at the
end of the maneuver. In fact, after t=4s the controller stabilizes
the vehicle without any intervention from the driver. The tire
slip angle phase plot for this test is shown in Figure 16, where
one can see that the controller maintains the rear tire close to
the saturation angle, i.e., at the peak force.
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Fig. 14. Trajectories in the double lane change experiment with active (solid)
and inactive (dash) control. Vehicle center of mass (circle) and heading (line).

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the design of a control

strategy to coordinate active front steering and differential
braking to improve vehicle yaw stability and cornering control.
By formulating the vehicle dynamics in the tire slip angle
domain and approximating the tire forces by piecewise affine
functions, the vehicle dynamics is modeled as a piecewise
affine system. We have proposed a switched model predictive
control strategy that can execute on automotive-grade ECUs,
and that has been tested in multiple maneuvers and different
conditions. The control algorithm can be extended by includ-
ing an adaptation scheme to variations in µ. By using an
approximate derivation of the tire brush model where µ only
affects the peak force and the saturation angle, the switched
MPC adapts to different µ without the need of recomputing
the explicit control law. The explicit MPC law (28) is already
parametrized with respect to the peak force (! is a component
of xs) and the switching logic (28b) can be adjusted to
variations of the peak force. This extension is currently under
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driving in circle at an approximately constant yaw rate, drift is
induced by stepping on the accelerator pedal. The drift events
are shown by the positive yaw rate peaks at approximately 8s,
13s, 18s, 23s. For t ! [11, 15] the driver adjusts the trajectory
with a smooth maneuver, and the system does not intervene.
When drifts occur, the driver-assist system actuates AFS and
brakes to countersteer (see the negative yaw rate peaks), so
that the vehicle is returned to a stable condition. Then, yaw
rate tracking is resumed. The tire slip angle phase plot for this
test is shown in Figure 13.
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recovery test.

As last test, we show a double lane change maneuver where
a trained, yet non-professional, driver executes the double lane
change with and without driver-assist system at approximately
50km/h entry speed. The trajectories for the cases where the
stability control is active and inactive are reported in Figure 14,
which shows that the maneuver is completed successfully
when the system is active (solid line), while it is not completed
when the system is inactive (dash line). The time histories of
states, inputs, and outputs are reported in Figure 15.
In Figure 15 one can see that the controller maintains the

rear tire slip angle close to the peak level in the interval
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Fig. 13. Phase plane plot of the tire slip angles in the stability recovery test.

[2.3, 3]s by using the brakes and only a light countersteer
action. Excessive countersteering is avoided not to excessively
deteriorate the yaw rate tracking performance. In the subse-
quent time interval, the controller uses both the actuators to
improve the yaw rate tracking and to stabilize the vehicle at the
end of the maneuver. In fact, after t=4s the controller stabilizes
the vehicle without any intervention from the driver. The tire
slip angle phase plot for this test is shown in Figure 16, where
one can see that the controller maintains the rear tire close to
the saturation angle, i.e., at the peak force.
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Fig. 14. Trajectories in the double lane change experiment with active (solid)
and inactive (dash) control. Vehicle center of mass (circle) and heading (line).

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the design of a control

strategy to coordinate active front steering and differential
braking to improve vehicle yaw stability and cornering control.
By formulating the vehicle dynamics in the tire slip angle
domain and approximating the tire forces by piecewise affine
functions, the vehicle dynamics is modeled as a piecewise
affine system. We have proposed a switched model predictive
control strategy that can execute on automotive-grade ECUs,
and that has been tested in multiple maneuvers and different
conditions. The control algorithm can be extended by includ-
ing an adaptation scheme to variations in µ. By using an
approximate derivation of the tire brush model where µ only
affects the peak force and the saturation angle, the switched
MPC adapts to different µ without the need of recomputing
the explicit control law. The explicit MPC law (28) is already
parametrized with respect to the peak force (! is a component
of xs) and the switching logic (28b) can be adjusted to
variations of the peak force. This extension is currently under
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driving in circle at an approximately constant yaw rate, drift is
induced by stepping on the accelerator pedal. The drift events
are shown by the positive yaw rate peaks at approximately 8s,
13s, 18s, 23s. For t ! [11, 15] the driver adjusts the trajectory
with a smooth maneuver, and the system does not intervene.
When drifts occur, the driver-assist system actuates AFS and
brakes to countersteer (see the negative yaw rate peaks), so
that the vehicle is returned to a stable condition. Then, yaw
rate tracking is resumed. The tire slip angle phase plot for this
test is shown in Figure 13.
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action. Excessive countersteering is avoided not to excessively
deteriorate the yaw rate tracking performance. In the subse-
quent time interval, the controller uses both the actuators to
improve the yaw rate tracking and to stabilize the vehicle at the
end of the maneuver. In fact, after t=4s the controller stabilizes
the vehicle without any intervention from the driver. The tire
slip angle phase plot for this test is shown in Figure 16, where
one can see that the controller maintains the rear tire close to
the saturation angle, i.e., at the peak force.
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strategy to coordinate active front steering and differential
braking to improve vehicle yaw stability and cornering control.
By formulating the vehicle dynamics in the tire slip angle
domain and approximating the tire forces by piecewise affine
functions, the vehicle dynamics is modeled as a piecewise
affine system. We have proposed a switched model predictive
control strategy that can execute on automotive-grade ECUs,
and that has been tested in multiple maneuvers and different
conditions. The control algorithm can be extended by includ-
ing an adaptation scheme to variations in µ. By using an
approximate derivation of the tire brush model where µ only
affects the peak force and the saturation angle, the switched
MPC adapts to different µ without the need of recomputing
the explicit control law. The explicit MPC law (28) is already
parametrized with respect to the peak force (! is a component
of xs) and the switching logic (28b) can be adjusted to
variations of the peak force. This extension is currently under
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driving in circle at an approximately constant yaw rate, drift is
induced by stepping on the accelerator pedal. The drift events
are shown by the positive yaw rate peaks at approximately 8s,
13s, 18s, 23s. For t ! [11, 15] the driver adjusts the trajectory
with a smooth maneuver, and the system does not intervene.
When drifts occur, the driver-assist system actuates AFS and
brakes to countersteer (see the negative yaw rate peaks), so
that the vehicle is returned to a stable condition. Then, yaw
rate tracking is resumed. The tire slip angle phase plot for this
test is shown in Figure 13.
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change with and without driver-assist system at approximately
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which shows that the maneuver is completed successfully
when the system is active (solid line), while it is not completed
when the system is inactive (dash line). The time histories of
states, inputs, and outputs are reported in Figure 15.
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[2.3, 3]s by using the brakes and only a light countersteer
action. Excessive countersteering is avoided not to excessively
deteriorate the yaw rate tracking performance. In the subse-
quent time interval, the controller uses both the actuators to
improve the yaw rate tracking and to stabilize the vehicle at the
end of the maneuver. In fact, after t=4s the controller stabilizes
the vehicle without any intervention from the driver. The tire
slip angle phase plot for this test is shown in Figure 16, where
one can see that the controller maintains the rear tire close to
the saturation angle, i.e., at the peak force.
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strategy to coordinate active front steering and differential
braking to improve vehicle yaw stability and cornering control.
By formulating the vehicle dynamics in the tire slip angle
domain and approximating the tire forces by piecewise affine
functions, the vehicle dynamics is modeled as a piecewise
affine system. We have proposed a switched model predictive
control strategy that can execute on automotive-grade ECUs,
and that has been tested in multiple maneuvers and different
conditions. The control algorithm can be extended by includ-
ing an adaptation scheme to variations in µ. By using an
approximate derivation of the tire brush model where µ only
affects the peak force and the saturation angle, the switched
MPC adapts to different µ without the need of recomputing
the explicit control law. The explicit MPC law (28) is already
parametrized with respect to the peak force (! is a component
of xs) and the switching logic (28b) can be adjusted to
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